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his honor is forgiven, his disgrace is not.” A person who disregards

their honor will surely do things that are shameful and painful to

them. They will definitely be punished, Heaven forbid. Therefore,

people should be fearful for their lives and that they should not

be singed by their hot coals, and theymust strengthen and galvanize

themselves to be cautious in the honor of their father and mother,

and their teacher. By doing so, they will merit the crown of Torah.

They must be careful not to cause any pain and anger to their

father, mother, and teacher, which causes pain and anger to our

Father in Heaven. A person who provides satisfaction to them,

provides satisfaction to his Maker. G-d will illuminate his light

and His crown will sparkle upon him.
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Goodwill

A
person who is filled with goodwill will not be pedantic or

angry about anything. He will not be distressed or saddened

by anything in the world. There is no better character trait

than it – it brings happiness to the body and serenity to the soul.

It is truly a gift of G-d. Nevertheless, someone whose nature is bad

is capable of transforming and changing it by contemplating deeply

and continuously pure thoughts, by fortifying himself to remove

anger and sadness from his heart, and by removing evil from his

flesh through genuine assertions that there is absolutely no reason

to pursue vanities. Every person’s mind can appreciate this, and

intelligence comes easily to an understanding individual. When a
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man will set his spirit to meditate with a settled and proper mind,

to seek the truth, and to distance himself from all of the bad and

prohibited character traits, with just the little that he will open his

eyes, he will see the shame of bad character traits, which are vanity

and vexation of the spirit. Truth stands; falsehood has no legs.

However, this is the evil of man upon the Earth – he strengthens

his thinking and drags himself to seek vain claims and to give

“legs” to falsehood, until in the end, it appears to him that truth

is on his side, his path is straight in his eyes, and he fortifies it

with nails so that it should not fall. He goes from bad to worse,

his flesh is pained, and his soul mourns, for, in the end, he inherits

Gehinom, Heaven should save us. (See what I wrote above in the

entry, Midot and Iyun.)

It is proper for a man to strive to do the will of every person

and not to cause pain to anyone for the sake of his own benefit,

etc., on condition there is not any nullification of the Divine will.

Behold, the Sages (Shabbat 118b) reported, “Rebbe Yosi said, ‘I

never violated the words of my friends. I know that I am not a

cohen.However, ifmy friendswould tellme to ascend the platform,

I would ascend.’” From this we can appreciate how much a person

needs to concede his opinion and forego his own honor for the

sake of the will of his friend. Furthermore, the Sages (Gittin 68b)

said, “Ashmodai, king of the demons, was walking with Binayahu

ben Yehoyada. He saw a blind man who lost his way from the

road. He extended his hand to him and brought him back onto

the road. He said, ‘This person is totally righteous, and they decree

upon him in Heaven that whoever provides contentment to his

Maker merits the World to Come. Afterwards, he saw a drunken

man who lost his way from the road. He extended his hand to
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him and brought him back onto the road. He said, ‘This person

is totally wicked, and they decree upon him inHeaven that whoever

provides contentment to his Maker in order that he should

consume his world in his lifetime merits the World to Come.”

From this also a person should learn how good it is to do the will

of every man, on condition that there is not any nullification of

the Divine will. For if there is nullification of the Divine will, then

the will of the entire world and his own should be nullified, but

the Divine will should not. Also in this regard, a balance and scale

of justice is needed because the respect demanded for all human

beings is so great. Sometimes, a person needs to be friendly with

other people, and not to allow an opportunity for people to sin

and speak disparagingly of him. These are things that have no

measure. Every shrewd individual must act with intelligence and

choose the straight path which should be chosen by man.

It is known that the honor of a man is the fulfillment of his

will. People are not acting properly when they pressure a person

to be honored in some way which he does not desire, for example

– that he should eat with them or that he should sit in the place

of leaders, etc. They cause him to violate his own will and they

cause him pain. This is not an honor, but a disgrace. Go out and

learn from Rebbe Yishmael, whose mother wanted to wash his feet

and to drink the waters. He refused until the Sages told him that

her honor is the fulfillment of her will. (Yerushalmi, Kiddushin,

Perek 1:7) Everything depends on how the person appears to him.

If it appears to him that this individual wants this honor, and his

desire is that people should pressure him to the point of

embarrassment, he should make this person’s will, his will. This

is a sign and a mark that he is a person who desires kindness and
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it will be considered a mitzvah unto him. G-d will pay him

according to his deeds and perform his will. There will be peace

in his endeavors.
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Shepherd

I
t is written (Yishayahu, 40:11), “He will graze his flock like a

shepherd; he will gather the lambs with his arm and carry them

in his bosom; he will guide the nursing ewes.” It is known that

every leader of the Jewish people is called a shepherd, as it is written

(BaMidbar, 27:17), “… and the assembly of Israel should not be

like a flock without a shepherd.” From this verse one can learn

how a leader of Israel is to shepherd the Jewish people: Just as a

shepherd gathers the lambs with his arms so that they are not

scattered and become lost, so too, a shepherd of the Jewish people

needs to toil to see that there should be unity among them, and

that controversies and disputes not be aroused. Behold, our Sages

(Tanchumah, Parshat Tzav, 7) said, “Even if they worship idols,

but there is unity among them, the attribute of strict justice does

not rule over them, as it is written (Hoshea, 4:17), ‘[Even though]

Ephraim is connected to idols, let him be.’” But, if their hearts are

divided, now they will be guilty.

Just as a shepherd carries the sick and the young, who cannot

walk on their own, so too, a shepherd of the Jewish people needs

to tolerate those who are of little importance or lacking


